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Abstract

More and more investors and machine learn-001
ing models rely on social media (e.g., Twit-002
ter and Reddit) to gather information and pre-003
dict certain stocks’ prices (meme stock). How-004
ever, text-based models are known to be vul-005
nerable to adversarial attacks, but whether006
stock prediction models have similar adversar-007
ial vulnerability is underexplored. In this pa-008
per, we experiment with a variety of adver-009
sarial attack configurations to fool three stock010
prediction victim models (StockNet, FinGRU,011
FinLSTM). We address the task of adversarial012
generation by solving combinatorial optimiza-013
tion problems with semantics and budget con-014
straints. Our results show that the proposed015
attack method can achieve consistent success016
rates, with capabilities of causing thousands017
of dollars loss (with Long-Only Buy-Hold-Sell018
investing strategy) by simply concatenating a019
perturbed but semantically similar tweet.020

1 Introduction021

The advance of deep learning based language mod-022

els are playing a more and more important role023

in the financial context, including convolutional024

neutral network (CNN) (Ding et al., 2015), recur-025

rent neutral network (RNN) (Minh et al., 2018),026

long short-term memory network (LSTM) (Hiew027

et al., 2019; Sawhney et al., 2021), graph neutral028

network (GNN) (Sawhney et al., 2020a,b), trans-029

former (Yang et al., 2020), autoencoder (Xu and030

Cohen, 2018), etc. For example, Antweiler and031

Frank (2004) find that comments on Yahoo Finance032

can predict stock market volatility after controlling033

the effect of news. Cookson and Niessner (2020)034

also show that sentiment disagreement on Stock-035

twits is highly related to certain market activities.036

Readers can refer to these survey papers for more037

details (Dang et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2018; Xing038

et al., 2018). It is now known that text-based deep039

learning models may be vulnerable to adversarial040

attacks (Szegedy et al., 2013; Goodfellow et al.,041

Figure 1: An adversarial sample with concatenation at-
tack and replacement-perturbation on Stocknet as vic-
tim model. (Top) benign tweet leads to Stocknet pre-
dicting stock going up; (Bottom) adversarial retweet
leads to Stocknet predicting stock going down.

2014). The perturbation can be done at the sen- 042

tence level (e.g., Iyyer et al., 2018; Ribeiro et al., 043

2018) or the word level (e.g., Zhang et al., 2019; 044

Alzantot et al., 2018; Zang et al., 2020; Jin et al., 045

2020; Lei et al., 2018). We are interested in whether 046

such adversarial attack vulnerability also exists in 047

stock prediction models, as these models embrace 048

more and more user-generated public data (e.g., 049

Twitter, Reddit, or Stocktwit (Xu and Cohen, 2018; 050

Sawhney et al., 2021)). The adversarial robust- 051

ness may be a more critical topic in the context 052

of stock prediction as any one can post perturbed 053

tweets to influence predicting models. As one ex- 054

ample, a fake news (“Two Explosions in the White 055

House and Barack Obama is Injured”) posted by a 056

hacker using the AssociatedPress’s Twitter account 057

on 04/23/2013 erased $136 billion in stock market 058

in just 60 seconds (Fisher, 2013). 059

In this work, we take the attack’s physical imple- 060

mentation feasibility into the design consideration 061
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—we aim to maximize the attack success rate while062

also preserving semantic meaning for the newly063

generated tweets so that potential human readers064

and models can not detect our adversarial tweets.065

To achieve that, we consider the adversarial tweet066

generation task as a combinatorial optimization067

problem. Also, as we believe it is not feasible to068

inject the adversarial data into the training dataset,069

we mimic a re-tweet or comment function on so-070

cial media to feed the adversarial samples into the071

prediction dataset, inspired by concatenation attack072

design (Jia and Liang, 2017). As shown in Fig. 1,073

we locate a tweet, identify the token, perturb it, and074

inject this new tweet back to the prediction data by075

posting it as a comment or retweet with the same076

stock ticker (BHP is the ticker of BHP Group).077

We then examine our attack method on three078

stock prediction victim models: Stocknet (Xu and079

Cohen, 2018), FinGRU (Cho et al., 2014), FinL-080

STM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) with081

both attack success rate and potential profit and082

loss as two evaluation metrics. Results show that083

our attack method design can consistently achieve084

good success rate on the three victim models. More085

astonishingly, the attack can cause an additional086

loss of $2,300 to $3,200 dollars, if the investor087

trades on model predictions with initial $10,000088

on day 1 (Fig. 3). We conclude the paper with an089

analysis of the result.090

2 Adversarial Attack on Stock091

Prediction Models with Tweet Data092

Stock prediction with tweet data. Massive093

amountd of texs data are generated by billions of094

users on Twitter every day. And investors often use095

the Twitter cashtag function (a $ symbol followed096

by a ticker) to organize their particular thoughts097

around one single stock, e.g., $AAPL. Financial or-098

ganizations and institutional investors often ingest099

the massive text data in real time and incorporate100

them or their latent representation into their stock101

prediction models.102

Attack model: Adversarial tweets. In the case103

of Twitter, adversaries can post malicious tweets104

which are crafted to manipulate downstream mod-105

els that take them as input. We propose to attack106

by posting these malicious tweets as re-tweets or107

comments on Twitter and other social media plat-108

forms, so that these newly generated text could be109

identified as relevant and being absorbed by the110

model only in the post-training prediction period.111

For example, as shown in Fig 1, the original authen- 112

tic tweet posted by the user wallstreetbet7821 was 113

“$BHP announces the demerger of its non-core as- 114

sets - details expected to be filled in on Tuesday.” 115

and the model predicts the price goes up; But an ad- 116

versarial sentence could be “$BHP announces the 117

demerger of its non-core assets - details expected 118

to be exercised in on Tuesday.”. With this message 119

added to the prediction data, the model predicts the 120

price goes down. 121

The proposed attack method takes the practical 122

implementation into its current design considera- 123

tion, thus has many advantages. First, the adversar- 124

ial tweets are crafted based on carefully-selected 125

relevant tweets, so they are more likely to pass the 126

model’s data processing filter and enter the infer- 127

ence data corpus. Secondly, adversarial tweets are 128

optimized to be semantically similar to original 129

tweets so that they are not counterfactual and may 130

very likely fool human sanity checks as well as the 131

Twitter’s content moderator mechanisms. 132

Attack generation: Hierarchical perturbation. 133

The challenge of our attack method centers around 134

how to select the optimal tweets and the token per- 135

turbations with semantic similarity constraints. In 136

this paper, we formulate the task as an hierarchical 137

perturbation consisting of three steps: tweet selec- 138

tion, word selection and word perturbation. In the 139

first step, a set of optimal tweets is first selected as 140

target tweets to be perturbed and retweeted. The 141

number of tweets are determined by the retweet- 142

ing budget. Traditional attack modifies benign text 143

directly (manipulation attack) and used them as 144

model input; However, in our case, adversarial 145

retweets enter the model along with benign tweets 146

(concatenation attack). It is more realistic as mali- 147

cious Twitter users can not modify others’ existing 148

tweets, but rather to re-tweet it with a comment. 149

Consequently, the selected tweets could be differ- 150

ent between the two attack modes. 151

For each target tweets in the target set, the word 152

selection problem is then solved to find one or more 153

best sites to apply perturbation, depending on word 154

budget. Word budget quantifies the strength of 155

perturbation within each tweet. How should we 156

perturb the target words? We consider word re- 157

placement and deletion as two different approaches 158

for word perturbation. In the case of replacing per- 159

turbation, the final step is to find the optimal candi- 160

date for the replacement. Synonym as replacement 161

is widely adopted in the word-level attack since it is 162
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a natural choice to preserve semantics (Zang et al.,163

2020; Dong et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2019; Jin164

et al., 2020). Therefore, we replace target words by165

their synonyms chosen from synonym sets which166

contains semantically closest words measured by167

similarity of the GLOVE embedding (Jin et al.,168

2020). The proposed hierarchical perturbation can169

then be cast as a combinatorial problem for tweet170

selection, word selection and replacement selection.171

To solve the resulting combinatorial optimization172

problem, we follow the convex relaxation approach173

developed in (Srikant et al., 2021). Specifically,174

the Boolean variables (for tweet and word selec-175

tion) would be relaxed into the continuous space176

so that they can be optimized by gradient-based177

methods over a convex hull. There exist two main178

implementations of the optimization-based attack179

generation method: joint optimization (JO) solver180

and alternating greedy optimization (AGO) solver.181

JO calls projected gradient descent method to op-182

timize the tweet and word selection variables and183

word replacement variables simultaneously. AGO184

uses an alternative optimization procedure to se-185

quentially update the discrete selection variables186

and the replacement selection variables.187

3 Experiments188

Dataset & Task. We evaluate our adversarial at-189

tack using an stock prediction dataset (Xu and Co-190

hen, 2018). The dataset contains both tweets and191

historical prices (e.g., open, close, high, etc) for 88192

stocks of 9 industries. The data sampling period193

spans from 01/01/2014 to 01/01/2016. We follow194

the same data processing procedure and task for-195

mulation: the stock prediction task is considered as196

binary classification; a stock going up more than197

0.55% in a day is labeled as positive, and going198

down more than -0.5% is labeled as negative, and199

the minor moves in between are filtered out.200

In the experiments, we name our attack mech-201

anism as concatenation attack whereas the tradi-202

tional attack mechanism as manipulation attack. It203

is worth to separate the two attack formulations204

and compare their performance since they differ on205

the philosophy of searching adversarial tweets. For206

example, suppose that the tweet in Figure 1 posted207

by wallstreetbet7821 is the most important predic-208

tor for the victim models, manipulation attack can209

directly amend the original tweet to mitigate its210

influence. However, concatenation attack has to211

create a new retweet to offset its impact. Such212

difference leads to different adversarial generation 213

and attack performances. 214

Evaluation metrics. As aforementioned, we 215

evaluate the attack performance on three victim 216

models (Stocknet (Xu and Cohen, 2018), Fin- 217

GRU (Cho et al., 2014), FinLSTM (Hochreiter 218

and Schmidhuber, 1997)) on a binary classification 219

task. Attack performance is evaluated on correctly 220

classified instances by two metrics: Attack Success 221

Rate (ASR) and victim model’s F1 drop after at- 222

tack. ASR is defined as the percentage of the attack 223

efforts that make the victim model misclassify the 224

instances that are originally correctly classified. F1 225

indicates the prediction performance of the victim 226

model, and the pre-attack F1 is 1. The drop of the 227

F1 score of a model demonstrates the success of 228

the attack method. More successful attack leads to 229

higher ASR and lower post-attack F1. 230

Last but not least, we also use Profit and Loss as 231

an additional metric. This widely-used financial in- 232

dicator measures the profitability of a trading strat- 233

egy. There are many trading strategies can be used 234

together with a binary classification model, and 235

in our paper, we use the simple Long-Only Buy- 236

Hold-Sell strategy (Sawhney et al., 2021; Feng 237

et al., 2019). This trading strategy buy stock(s) 238

on Day T if the model predicts these stocks go up 239

on Day T + 1, hold for one day, and sell these 240

stocks the next day no matter what prices will be, 241

and repeat it. It does not short a stock even when 242

the model predict a negative move in the second 243

day. Assume an investor’s initial assets are $10,000 244

dollars, and accumulate profits and losses for each 245

trade action, we can then calculate the final profit 246

and lost for a model. 247

4 Results 248

Effect of attack budget. First, we report the ef- 249

fect of different attack budgets on the attach perfor- 250

mance in Fig. 2. We observe that the more budgets 251

allowed (perturbing more tweets and words), the 252

better attack performance, but the increase is not 253

significant. Moreover, the attack performance be- 254

comes saturated if we keep increasing the attack 255

budget, thus in the following analysis we only show 256

the the case that budgets are equal to 1. 257

Attack performance under single perturbation. 258

The experiment results for the concatenation attack 259

with word replacement perturbation mechanism is 260

shown in Table 1 (with tweet and word budgets 261
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Figure 2: Effect of attack budgets on ASR with Stock-
net as victim model and with JO solver. r-perturb: word
replacement; d-perturb: word deletion.

both as 1). As we can see, for both JO and AGO262

optimization methods, ASR increase by roughly263

10% and F1 drop by 0.1 on average in comparison264

to RA. Such performance drop is considered signif-265

icant in the context of stock prediction given that266

the state-of-the-art prediction accuracy of interday267

return is only about 60%.268

Model ASR(%) F1

NA RA JO AGO NA RA JO AGO
Stocknet 0 4.5 16.8 11.8 1 0.96 0.84 0.88
FinGRU 0 5.1 16.4 14.1 1 0.95 0.85 0.87
FinLSTM 0 11.9 16.5 19.7 1 0.89 0.85 0.78

Table 1: Performance of the various adversarial attacks.
NA: no attack; RA: random attack; JO: joint optimiza-
tion; and AGO: alternating greedy optimization.

Effect on profit and loss. The ultimate measure269

of a stock prediction model’s performance is prof-270

itability. Figure 3 plots the profit and loss of the271

trades with and without an attack. The attacks are272

optimized by JO solver on stocknet, and the re-273

sults on the other two victim models are listed in274

Appendix. Net values of three scenarios are set275

as $10,000 at the beginning. Even a single word276

replacement on one tweet can cause a $3.2K addi-277

tional loss in this benchmark dataset. Our result278

alerts investors who use text-based stock prediction279

models.
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Figure 3: Effect on Profit and Loss with stocknet as vic-
tim model using a Long-Only Buy-Hold-Sell strategy.
Green line: trade using stocknet prediction without at-
tack; Blue line: deletion perturbation with concatena-
tion attack; Red line: replacement perturbation.280
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Figure 4: Corpora clusters. 18 corpora are grouped into
3 clusters based on features from LIWC. Principal com-
ponent analysis is applied to the features to find the first
2 principal components, which are then used as x-axis
and y-axis to generate this figure.

Attack word analysis. To qualitatively under- 281

stand what kinds of words and tweets are being se- 282

lected in the perturbation and retweet, we compare 283

our tweet corpus and the selected word replace- 284

ments with 15 corpora of different genres in Brown 285

corpus via Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count pro- 286

gram (LIWC) (Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010). 287

As Brown corpus does not have a financial genre, 288

we also use Financial Phrase Bank (Malo et al., 289

2014). We then run K-means clustering these 18 290

corpus based on the feature matrix from LIWC. As 291

shown in Figure 4, financial corpora (red), Brown 292

general word corpus (green), and attack words 293

(blue) are grouped into three clusters, indicating 294

the inherent difference of those text genres. More- 295

over, we observe that target words identified by our 296

solvers (red “tweet” and blue “attack words” dots) 297

are closer to financial corpora than “random attack 298

words”. 299

5 Conclusion 300

In summary, we hypothesize the text-based stock 301

prediction models are also vulnerable to adversar- 302

ial attack, and we prove it by formulating a new 303

adversarial attack task on a financial tweet dataset 304

and three victim models. The experiment results 305

demonstrate that our adversarial attack mechanism 306

is consistent in attacking various prediction models. 307

With one single word replacement on one tweet, 308

the attack can cause a $3,200 additional loss to a 309

$10,000 investment portfolio. Through studying 310

stock prediction models’ vulnerability, our goal 311

is to raise awareness for the community, and to 312

develop more robust empirical models in the fi- 313

nancial industry. 314
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A Effect of Iteration Number466

We experiment with the optimizer to perform gra-467

dient descent or greedy search for up to 10 rounds468

before yielding the final solution. To visualize the469

effect of iteration, we plot the loss trajectory and470

ASR along with the optimization iterations in Fig-471

ure 5. We also collect the average model loss of472

attack instances at each iteration, and then normal-473

ize the loss to set the initial loss as 1. Therefore,474

the loss trajectory visualization reveals the percent-475

age loss drop during the optimization. We consider476

two different perturbations (replacement and dele-477

tion) under concatenation attacks. The attack is478

optimized with the JO solver.479

The three charts on the first row of Figure 5480

show that optimizations on all three victim models481

quickly converge after 4 iterations in our experi-482

ment. Accordingly, ASRs rise gradually during the483

first 4 iterations, but then flattens or even slides484

afterward. Such results suggest that our optimizer485

solvers can find the convergence in just a few itera-486

tions. Therefore, it makes our attack computation-487

ally effective, and insensitive to hyperparameter of488

iteration number.489

B Supplemental Experiment Results490

We report results for concatenation attack with491

only the replacement perturbation result in the492

main text in Table 1. Here we also report results493

for the deletion perturbation in Table 2. Attacks494

conducted via deletion perturbation in general per-495

forms worse than the replacement perturbation re-496

sults. We observe ASRs via JO and AGO fall by497

5.1% and 4.1% respectively compared with the re-498

placement perturbation. Accordingly, F1 slightly499

increases as attack performance worsens. There is500

no significant difference between the two optimiz-501

ers (JO and AGO) in the case of deletion perturba-502

tion, but JO is preferable in terms of optimization503

efficiency.504

Moreover, we also simulate the trading profit and505

loss based on FinGRU and FinLSTM. For the sake506

of consistency, the two models are under concate-507

nation attack with replacement perturbation. The508

results are illustrated in Figure 6. Same as our main509

results, the attack is optimized by JO solver. The510

simulation results are reported in Figure 6, which511

provide further evidence for the potential monetary512

loss caused by our adversarial attack. Replacement513

perturbation again outperforms deletion perturba-514

tion in the case of FinGRU and FinLSTM.515

C Regularization on Attack Loss. 516

The experiment results reported in the main text 517

have a sparsity regularization. We also run ablation 518

experiments that remove sparsity regularization. 519

The results are consistent with our conclusion. Fur- 520

thermore, inspired by (Srikant et al., 2021), we try 521

smoothing attack loss to stabilize the optimization. 522

We add Gaussian noise to optimization variables 523

and evaluate the attack 10 times. The loss average 524

is then used as the final loss for back-propagation. 525

The results show that loss smoothing does not con- 526

tribute to attack performance in our experiment as 527

it does in (Srikant et al., 2021). 528

D Example of Adversarial Retweet 529

Table 3 reports 10 adversarial retweets generated in 530

concatenation attack mode with JO and AGO solver 531

and replacement perturbation. For all the examples, 532

the victim model predicts positive outcomes orig- 533

inally, and but predicts negative outcomes after 534

adding the adversarial retweet. 535
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Figure 5: Iteration Number Effect on Prediction Loss and Attack Success Rate. The three plots on the first row
show the loss trajectory during optimization for the three victim models, and the bottom row reports the ASRs
trajectory. The legends for the bottom-row charts read as (tweet budget, word budget).

Model ASR(%) F1

NA RA JO AGO NA RA JO AGO
Stocknet 0 3.6 12.1 11.0 1 0.97 0.89 0.89
FinGRU 0 4.0 10.2 10.6 1 0.96 0.85 0.91
FinLSTM 0 11.9 12.1 11.6 1 0.89 0.89 0.89

Table 2: Results for concatenation attack with deletion perturbation and budgets 1. NA and RA stand for no attack
and random attack respectively, serving as benchmarks.
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Figure 6: Effect on Profit and Loss of various perturbation methods on FinGRU and FinLSTM.
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Adversarial Retweets Generated by AGO
Benign tweet: $BHP announces the demerger of its non-core assets - details expected to be
filled in on Tuesday.
Adversarial retweet: $BHP announces the demerger of its non-core assets - details expected
to be exercised in on Tuesday
Benign tweet: Mover and Shakers... Losers- $KO $ABX $DD. Winners- $LAND $CHL
$BHP.
Adversarial retweet: Shoulder and Shakers... Losers- $KO $ABX $DD. Winners- $LAND
$CHL $BHP.
Benign tweet: Latest information on #stocks like $TDS $DIS $CPWR $BLOX Give it a try.
Adversarial retweet: Latest advance on #stocks like $TDS $DIS $CPWR $BLOX Give it a
try.
Benign tweet: Top Buy Stocks for July 29: $AMX, $EXC, $NLY, $ORCL, $XRX.
Adversarial retweet: Top unsettled Stocks for July 29: $AMX, $EXC, $NLY, $ORCL, $XRX.
Benign tweet: $JKHY #Stocks you might want to buy $HRS $SRCL $PCLN #singedinvestor.
Adversarial retweet: $JKHY #Stocks you might confirm to buy $HRS $SRCL $PCLN
#singedinvestor.
Adversarial Retweets Generated by JO
Benign tweet: #Stocks you migh want to Sell $CERN $CAT $PX $DO Try this http://t.co/
95PUim108L.
Adversarial retweet: #Stocks you migh announce to Sell $CERN $CAT $PX $DO Try this
http://t.co/95PUim108L.
Benign tweet: The Most Accurate Stock Alert Service Made $240,000 Yesterday http://t.co/
8WvnrVmkBS .. $SNY $SO $SOL.
Adversarial retweet: The Most Accurate Stock preserving Service Made $240,000 Yesterday
http://t.co/8WvnrVmkBS .. $SNY $SO $SOL.
Benign tweet: Is it breakout time on $HON $CF $LEG $IBM Give it a try.
Adversarial retweet: Is it appealing time on $HON $CF $LEG $IBM Give it a try.
Benign tweet: Latest information on #stocks like $PETM $UTX $BRCD $CI #moneymanage-
ment.
Adversarial retweet: Latest discovery on #stocks like $PETM $UTX $BRCD $CI #money-
management.
Benign tweet: $BABA actually showing signs of life...would love a move back toward 90
although seems unlikely at moment.
Adversarial retweet: $BABA actually showing signs of life...would love a move back toward
90 although seems unlikely at playday.

Table 3: Ten examples of adversarial retweets generated by concatenation attack
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